
Hand blender, CleverMixx, 600 W,
White, grey
MSM26130

The Bosch CleverMixx: The all-round
talent for more fun in the kitchen - with
additional SlimFoot

• Extra powerful 600 watt motor: power to process challenging
ingredients and drive a variety of accessories.

• Ergonomic handle: comfortable to hold while blending.

• Easy to use: start blending at the touch of a button.

• SlimFoot: ideal for small portions of dressings, sauces, mayonnaise
and a great deal more.

Dimensions: ............................................................ 385 x 60 x 60 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 430 x 110 x 110 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 190.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Quantity per packing unit: ................................................................ 6
Standard number of units per pallet: ............................................240
Net weight: ................................................................................1.0 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 1.2 kg
Connection Rating: ................................................................... 600 W
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length electrical supply cord: ..............................................120.0 cm
Plug type: ................................................Gardy plug without earthing
Included accessories: .........1 x lid, 1 x mixing/measuring beaker, 1 x
stainless steel mixing wand, 1 x slimFoot
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Excellent Results
- 600 watts motor - low noise, lightweight and fast operating
- Innovative, sharpened four-winged QuattroBlade - makes it easy to

puree, blend and chop for perfect operation results.

Comfort
- Pureeing, mixing and blending: with its ergonomic handle your

lightweight CleverMixx lies perfectly in your hand and makes
operation easy and simple.

- Non-splash operation thanks to the new innovative mixing wand
design.

- The high quality stainless steel mixer foot is food safe, tasteless
and its material does not discolour. Ideal for preparing hot
delicious soups such as carot or tomatoe soup.

- Easiest cleaning: All accessories are dishwasher safe: the rostfree
and longlife stainless steel blender wand, the measuring/mixing
beaker and the additional SlimFoot for small quantities.

Safety
- All plastics that are in contact with food are BPA free
- Safety lockage thanks to bayonett catch of blending wand

Versatility
- Detachable, high quality stainless steel blender foot
- NEW: The additional SlimFoot: Perfect for small households, for

preparing individual portions of desserts, dressings, sauces etc. in
between time. Ideal for preparing of baby food. Suitable for the
operation also in small jugs.

- Transparent calibrated mixing-/ measuring beaker with lid for a
fresh and clean cooling in your refrigerator.
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